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Index of Government Standards on Human Engineering Design Criteria, Processes, and Procedures

BACKGROUND
In October 2002 the Human Factors Standardization and Technical Society/Industry SubTAGs of the Department of Defense Human Factors Engineering Technical Advisory Group (DoD HFE TAG) jointly produced Version 3 of an Index of Non-Government Standards. It was decided that there might be benefit in producing an Index of Government Standards. This initial version is the result of that effort.
Is the listing current? The listing is reasonably current as of March 2004 , and is as accurate as the various indexes, data bases, and websites that were used as sources.
Is the listing complete? The listing is as complete as possible. Document selection is a function of how one defines "human engineering," "human factors," "ergonomics," and "standard." Moreover, titles may not disclose the human factors nature of a document's content.
Were the documents carefully reviewed and evaluated prior to listing? No.
CONTENT AND FORMAT
While documents clearly identified as standards are included in the list, some standards-like documents may also be included. Some are titled as guides, preferred practices, or similar; however, they are written in the manner of standards, i.e., they contain provisions with traditional action verbs (shall/should/may) and bear a standard identifier number. The focus of this Index is U.S. government standards (though Appendix A contains a listing of British Defence Standards), and is also limited to documents designated by numbered identifiers. Because of their shear volume, technical reports related to human factors have purposely been omitted.
Listing of Documents
The listing of documents is presented as a five-column table that contains the document number, title, date, scope, and a web site source. This column provides the document number as assigned by the agency. Documents are listed by government agency. Within each agency, documents are group by type (e.g., standard, handbook, data item description) and presented numerically. Only the latest version of the document is provided.
ii 2. Title.
This column provides the document title as it is shown on the document.
Date.
This column provides the date of the basic document. It is possible that amendments or notice changes may show a later date.
Scope.
This column provides the scope taken directly from the document. The purpose is to give the reader some information regarding the document's contents.
Web Site Source.
This column provides a website link where the document can be obtained. Note that this is only one source; other sources may exist.
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